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Abstract. Mass loss from the Antarctic Ice Sheet constitutes the largest uncertainty in projections of future sea-level rise.

Ocean-driven melting underneath the floating ice shelves and subsequent acceleration of the inland ice streams is the major

reason for currently observed mass loss from Antarctica and is expected to become more important in the future. Here we

show that for projections of future mass loss from the Antarctic Ice Sheet, it is essential (1) to better constrain the sensitivity

of sub-shelf melt rates to ocean warming, and (2) to include the historic trajectory of the ice sheet. In particular, we find that5

while the ice-sheet response in simulations using the Parallel Ice Sheet Model is comparable to the median response of models

in three Antarctic Ice Sheet Intercomparison projects – initMIP, LARMIP-2 and ISMIP6 – conducted with a range of ice-sheet

models, the projected 21st century sea-level contribution differs significantly depending on these two factors. For the highest

emission scenario RCP8.5, this leads to projected ice loss ranging from 1.4 to 4.0 cm of sea-level equivalent in the ISMIP6

simulations where the sub-shelf melt sensitivity is comparably low, opposed to a likely range of 9.2 to 35.9 cm using the10

exact same initial setup, but emulated from the LARMIP-2 experiments with a higher melt sensitivity based on oceanographic

studies. Furthermore, using two initial states, one with and one without a previous historic simulation from 1850 to 2014, we

show that while differences between the ice-sheet configurations in 2015 are marginal, the historic simulation increases the

susceptibility of the ice sheet to ocean warming, thereby increasing mass loss from 2015 to 2100 by about 50%. Our results

emphasize that the uncertainty that arises from the forcing is of the same order of magnitude as the ice-dynamic response for15

future sea-level projections.
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1 Introduction

Observations show that the Antarctic Ice Sheet is currently not in equilibrium and that its contribution to global sea-level rise

is increasing (Shepherd et al., 2018). Its future contribution is the largest uncertainty in sea-level projections (Pörtner et al.,20

2019) with its evolution driven by snowfall increases (e.g., Ligtenberg et al., 2013; Frieler et al., 2015) that are counteracted

by increased ocean forcing (e.g., Hellmer et al., 2012; Naughten et al., 2018) and potentially instabilities such as the Marine

Ice Sheet Instability (Weertman, 1974; Schoof, 2007) and the Marine Ice Cliff Instability (DeConto and Pollard, 2016).

In recent years, sea-level projections of the Antarctic Ice Sheet were conducted with individual ice-sheet models (e.g., DeConto

and Pollard, 2016; Golledge et al., 2019) and extended by comprehensive community efforts such as the Ice Sheet Model Inter-25

comparison Project for CMIP6 (ISMIP6, Nowicki et al., 2016, in prep; Seroussi et al., under review) and the Linear Antarctic

Response Model Intercomparison Project (LARMIP-2, Levermann et al., 2014, 2019) projects. In ISMIP6, a protocol for

Antarctic projections was developed and ice-sheet model responses to oceanic and atmospheric forcing from selected CMIP5

models (Barthel et al., 2019) were gathered and compared for the first time. As a first step of ISMIP6, initMIP-Antarctica

did test the effect of different model initialisation on idealized experiments (Seroussi et al., 2019). While the response of the30

ice sheet to surface mass balance forcing was similar among the models, they showed very different responses to basal melt

rate changes. Similarly, in ISMIP6 a large spread in model projections is found, ranging from −7.8 to 30.0 cm of Sea-Level

Equivalent (SLE) under the highest greenhouse gas emission scenario (Representative Concentration Pathway RCP8.5) with

the largest uncertainties coming from ocean-induced melt rates, the calibration of melt rates and the ice dynamic response to

oceanic changes. Sea-level estimates in ISMIP6 are in many cases substantially lower than the ocean-driven mass loss projected35

by LARMIP-2. In LARMIP-2, the sea-level contribution of the Antarctic Ice Sheet is emulated from step-forcing experiments

using linear response function theory (Winkelmann and Levermann, 2013). A median mass loss of 18 cm with a likely range

from 9 cm to 38 cm and a very likely range of 6 cm to 61 cm is found. In contrast to ISMIP6, atmospheric changes are not

considered in LARMIP-2, and we here focus on the dynamic, ocean-driven response of the ice sheet.

In projections of the future Antarctic sea-level contribution following the ISMIP6 and LARMIP-2 protocols, oceanic forcing40

is obtained from sub-surface ocean conditions in general circulation models, e.g., from results of the fifth phase of the Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012). This approach takes into account that sub-shelf melt rates are

mainly driven by inflow of ocean water masses at depth (Jacobs et al., 1992). However, CMIP5 models do not include ice-

shelf cavities and related feedbacks that might increase the future oceanic forcing on the ice shelves (Bronselaer et al., 2018;

Golledge et al., 2019). Alternatively, output from regional models that resolve ocean dynamics on the continental shelf and45

within the ice-shelf cavities could be used (e.g., Hellmer et al., 2012; Naughten et al., 2018).

The sub-surface ocean forcing informs parameterisations that provide melt rates underneath the ice shelves for ice-sheet mod-

els. For the ISMIP6 experiments, a depth-dependent, non-local parameterisation and a depth-dependent, local parameterisation

have been proposed (Jourdain et al., under review) that both mimic a quadratic dependency of melt rates on thermal forcing

(Holland et al., 2008). As an alternative, more complex modules that capture the basic physical processes within ice-shelf50

cavities haven been developed recently (Lazeroms et al., 2018; Reese et al., 2018). We here analyse results as submitted to
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ISMIP6 that apply the Potsdam Ice-shelf Cavity mOdel (PICO; Reese et al., 2018) which extends the ocean box model (Ol-

bers and Hellmer, 2010) for application in three-dimensional ice-sheet models. The model has been tested and compared to

other parameterisations for an idealized geometry (Favier et al., 2019). In this case, the induced ice-sheet response matches

the response driven by a three-dimensional ocean model. In contrast to ISMIP6, the LARMIP-2 experiments are forced by55

basal-melt rate changes directly. Scaling factors between global mean temperature changes and Antarctic sub-surface tem-

perature changes are determined from CMIP5 models. These are used to generate ocean temperature forcing under different

RCP scenarios emulated from MAGICC-6.0 RCP realisations (Meinshausen et al., 2011). Sub-shelf melt rates are assumed to

increase by 7 to 16 ma−1 per degree of sub-surface ocean warming, based on Jenkins (1991) and Payne et al. (2007).

Here we compare simulations with the Parallel Ice Sheet Model as submitted to ISMIP6 with results obtained following the60

LARMIP-2 protocol and analyse (1) the effect of the oceanic forcing and (2) the effect of a historic simulation preceding the

projections. In Sect. 2 we describe the methods used and the initial configurations of PISM. This is followed by an analysis of

the experiments for ISMIP6 with only ocean forcing applied and the results obtained when following the LARMIP-2 protocol

in Sect. 3. These are compared and discussed in Sect. 4 and 5.

2 Methods65

We use the comprehensive, thermo-mechanically coupled Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM, Bueler and Brown, 2009; Winkel-

mann et al., 2011; the PISM authors, 2019) which employs a superposition of the Shallow-Ice and Shallow-Shelf Approxi-

mations (Hutter, 1983; Morland, 1987; MacAyeal, 1989). We apply a power law for sliding with a Mohr–Coulomb criterion

relating the yield stress to parameterized till material properties and the effective pressure of the overlaying ice on the satu-

rated till (Bueler and Pelt, 2015). Basal friction and sub-shelf melting are linearly interpolated on a sub-grid scale around the70

grounding line (Feldmann et al., 2014). The surface gradient in the driving stress is calculated using centered differences of the

ice thickness across the grounding line. We apply eigen-calving (Levermann et al., 2012) in combination with the removal of

ice that is thinner than 50 m or extends beyond present-day ice fronts (Fretwell et al., 2013).

2.1 Initial configurations

We use two model configurations of the Antarctic Ice Sheet that were submitted to ISMIP6, one with and one without a75

preceding historic simulation from 1850 to 2014. Both configurations share the same initialisation procedure: Starting from

Bedmap2 ice thickness and topography (Fretwell et al., 2013), a spin up is run for 400,000 years with constant geometry to

obtain a thermodynamic equilibrium with present-day climate on 16 km. Based on this, an ensemble of simulations for varying

parameters related to basal sliding is run over 12,000 years to near steady state conditions on 8km horizontal resolution

with 121 vertical layers with a quadratic spacing from 13 m at the ice shelf base to 100 m towards the surface. The initial80

configuration was selected from this ensemble by scoring against present-day observations of ice geometry and speed (Fretwell

et al., 2013; Rignot et al., 2011). The historic simulation is based on the same initial configuration and additionally applies
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atmospheric and oceanic forcing over the period from 1850 to 2015 as described below. The initial state for the experiments

without historic simulation and the initial configuration after the historic simulation are shown in Fig S.1.

2.2 Surface mass balance85

Surface mass balance and ice surface temperatures for the initial configuration without historic are from RACMOv2.3p2 (1986

to 2005 averages, Van Wessem et al., 2018), remapped from 27 km resolution. The historic simulation is started from the

same conditions with historic surface mass balance and surface temperature changes following the NorESM1-M simulation

as suggested by ISMIP6. Since the provided data starts in 1950, surface mass balance and temperatures are constant between

1850 and 1949. A new climatology for the experiments based on the historic simulation is obtained from the 1995 to 201490

average of the resprective fields.

2.3 Basal mass balance

Sub-shelf melt rates are calculated by PICO that extends the ocean box model by Olbers and Hellmer (2010) for application

in 3-dimensional ice sheet models (Reese et al., 2018). It mimics the vertical overturning circulation in ice-shelf cavities and

has two model parameters that apply for all Antarctic ice shelves simultaneously: C related to the strength of the overturning95

circulation and γT related to the vertical heat exchange across the ice-ocean boundary layer. We here use parameters C = 1e6

and γT = 3× 10−5 that were found to yield realistic melt rates in comparison to present-day estimates (Reese et al., 2018;

Rignot et al., 2013) with γT slightly higher than the reference value. We initialize PICO with an ocean data compilation from

Locarnini et al. (2018) and Schmidtko et al. (2014). Temperatures in the Amundsen Sea had to be reduced to cold conditions

(−1.25◦C) to prevent collapse of the region irrespective of basal sliding parameters.100

Ocean temperature and salinity forcing is calculated from CMIP5 models using an anomaly approach as suggested for ISMIP6

(Barthel et al., 2019; Jourdain et al., under review). We average these values over 400 to 800 m depth to obtain suitable input

for PICO. The historic forcing is based on NorESM1-M (as suggested for ISMIP6) and a new ocean climatology for the initial

configuration is obtained from the 1995 to 2014 average conditions. The experiments are run using ISMIP6 ocean forcing.

For LARMIP-2, we add melt rate anomalies to the underlying PICO melt rates in different Antarctic regions as described in105

Levermann et al. (2019). Using linear response theory, the probability distribution of the sea-level contribution for RCP8.5 is

then calculated following the LARMIP-2 protocol. We here exemplify the procedure for the historic configuration.

3 Results

We here present (1) the results for the two initial configurations submitted to ISMIP6 and (2) the sea-level estimates for RCP8.5

obtained following the LARMIP-2 and ISMIP6 experiments based on the historic configuration.110
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Figure 1. Mass loss of the Antarctic Ice Sheet driven by ISMIP6 ocean forcing between 2015 and 2100. Shown is the evolution of the volume

above flotation (VAF) (a) relative to the start conditions and (b) with respect to the control simulations, in cm sea-level equivalent (SLE). The

historic period from 1850 to 2014 is indicated by the grey background, the projection period from 2015 to 2100 by the white background.

Experiments are initialized either from a historic run (solid lines) or from the initial state (dashed lines) and forced with changes in ocean

temperature and salinity from the ISMIP6 experiments no. 1 to 4 with the respective CMIP5 model indicated in the legend.

3.1 Initial configurations and historic simulation

The two initial configurations for 2015, one based on a pseudo-equilibrium and one on a historic simulation from 1850 to 2014,

do not differ much in terms of ice thickness, volume or speed. Over the historic period, the ice sheet thins along its margins

through increased sub-shelf melting and at the same time thickens in the interior due to more snowfall.

These signals are smaller than 50 m over grounded regions, see also Fig. S.1. The thinning of ice shelves around the margins115

and subsequent reduction of buttressing causes the ice streams and ice shelves to slightly speed up over the historic simulation.

These variations are smaller than the range due to parameter variations in the model ensemble. In total, the ice sheet gains

mass which is equivalent to 1.6 mm of sea-level drop over the historic period, see Table 1. This mass gain over the historic

simulation can be explained through the drift in the initial configuration which is 4.9 mm over 85 years (this simulation is

called ctrl∗ in the following) which is offset by an increasing ocean forcing, see Fig. 1 and Fig. S.2.120

Note that the pseudo-equilibrium simulation is not fully in equilibrium, but has a small tendency to gain mass as evident from

ctrl∗. In contrast, the control run started from the historic simulation (ctrl) is clearly out of equilibrium and shows a mass loss

of 14.9 mm between 2015 and 2100. This change in trend is due to a net negative mass balance through the historic period

with surface mass balance increased by 68 Gta−1 while basal mass balance increased by 420 Gta−1 and calving fluxes stay

approximately constant. Hence total present-day mass loss (here 2014) is more realistic than starting from a pseudo-equilibrium125

state. Furthermore, highest mass losses are simulated in the Amundsen Sea and Totten regions which agrees with observations

(Shepherd et al., 2018). Both initial configurations are further compared to other model configurations and to present-day ice

thickness and velocities in Seroussi et al. (under review).
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Table 1. Mass loss and evolution of surface and basal mass balance in ISMIP6 simulations.

Experiments ∆BMB ∆SMB ∆SMB−∆BMB Ice mass change

Gta−1 Gta−1 Gta−1 mm SLE

historic 420 68 -351 1.6

ctrl -8 -17 -9 -14.9

asmb 21 747 726 104.4

abmb 531 -68 -599 -57.6

NorESM RCP85 1063 -58 -1121 -54.5

MIROC RCP85 740 -41 -781 -42.5

NorESM RCP26 99 -39 -138 -33.6

CCSM4 RCP85 782 -47 -829 -40.2

ctrl* -19 4 23 4.9

asmb* 5 774 769 122.4

abmb* 543 -52 -595 -34.9

NorESM RCP85* 1005 -36 -1041 -22.2

MIROC RCP85* 759 -26 -785 -12.1

NorESM RCP26* 60 -21 -81 -8.6

CCSM4 RCP85* 768 -24 -792 -8.7

Experiments without the historic run are indicated by *. Changes in basal and surface mass balance from

the first to the last timestep in the experiments (i.e., from 1850 to 2014 in the historic run and from 2015

to 2100 in the other experiments).

3.2 Comparison to initMIP Antarctica

Results from the idealized surface mass balance experiment ‘asmb’ as described in initMIP Antarctica (Seroussi et al., 2019)130

are very similar for both initial states with 119 mmSLE of mass gains for the ‘historic’ configuration and 118 mm SLE for

the ‘cold-start’ configuration after 85 years of simulation with respect to the control simulations, see Table 1. This is close

to the response of the different models that participated in initMIP Antarctica which showed mass gains between 125 and

186 mmSLE after 100 years.

For the idealized basal melt rate experiment ‘abmb’ from initMIP Antarctica, both states are also quite similar with mass loss135

of 43 and 40 mmSLE after 85 years, respectively, see Table 1. In comparison, in Seroussi et al. (2019) a model spread of 13

to 427 mmSLE after 100 years is reported. Results for both configurations presented here are close to the median of model

results for both experiments tested in initMIP Antarctica.
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Figure 2. A preceding historic simulation increases the susceptibility of the ice sheet to ocean forcing in projections. Shown is the mass

loss in simulations started directly from the initial state compared to simulations based on a historic run. The mass loss in 2100 is given

with respect to the control simulation, after 85 years of applying the ocean forcing from ISMIP6 experiments no. 1 to 4 with the respective

emission scenario / CMIP5 model indicated on the x-axis.

3.3 ISMIP6 ocean-forcing experiments

We here compare simulations for both initial configurations that are driven by ocean forcing from the ISMIP6 experiments140

no. 1 to 4 (Seroussi et al., under review). The sub-surface ocean changes are obtained from the CMIP5 simulations of (1)

NorESM1-M for RCP8.5, (2) MIROC-ESM-CHEM for RCP8.5, (3) NorESM1-M for RCP2.6 and (4) CCSM4 for RCP8.5. In

general, the ice sheet’s mass loss increases with stronger ocean forcing as projected for RCP8.5 in comparison to RCP2.6, see

Fig. 1. The highest losses for RCP8.5 are found for NorESM1-M. The magnitude of mass loss ranges from 1.4 to 4.0 cmSLE

in comparison to the control simulation, which is substantially smaller than previous estimates of Antarctica’s sea-level con-145

tribution from modelling studies (e.g., DeConto and Pollard, 2016; Golledge et al., 2019) or expert judgement (Bamber et al.,

2019). Furthermore, we find that the historic simulation makes the configuration more susceptible to ocean forcing, see Fig. 2.

Ocean-driven mass loss in comparison to the control run is increased by about 50% when starting from the historic simulation

in contrast to the ‘cold-start’.

3.4 LARMIP-2 basal melt rate forcing experiments150

In LARMIP-2, sea-level probability distributions from the Antarctic Ice Sheet are derived using linear response functions

as described in Levermann et al. (2019). The response functions are derived from experiments in which constant basal melt

rate forcing is applied for five different regions of Antarctica. We here perform the same experiments for both configurations

described in Sect. 2.
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Figure 3. Mass loss of the different regions in Antarctica (indicated on y-axis) driven by constant LARMIP-2 basal melt rate forcing. For

the experiments from the LARMIP-2 protocol we show the changes in volume above flotation initialized from a historic simulation (solid

line) and from the initial state directly (dashed line, indicated by ∗). Mass loss is shown relative to the respective control simulation. From

the response of the ice sheet to a constant melt rate forcing over 200 years, a response function is derived which serves then to emulate the

sea-level contribution under various climate scenarios. This figure is similar to Fig. 4 in Levermann et al. (2019).

We find that for all regions the ice sheet response compares with the responses found in LARMIP-2 as, for example, in the155

PISM-PIK contribution that is based on a different initial state with 4 km horizontal resolution and that does not apply subgrid
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Table 2. Percentiles of the probability distribution of the sea level contribution from Antarctica for the ISMIP6 configuration under the

RCP-8.5 climate scenario (‘historic’ configuration).

percentile cm SLE

5.0 % 3.4

16.6 % 9.2

50.0 % 18.4

83.3 % 35.9

95.0 % 55.1

Mass loss from 2015 to 2100.

melting, compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 4 from Levermann et al. (2019). Similar to the ISMIP6 simulations, the experiments show

different responses for the two initial configurations, especially in the Weddell Sea, East Antarctica and the Amundsen Sea

region. The overall difference is smaller than in the ISMIP6 experiments for the stronger forcing applied here.

Following the procedure in LARMIP-2, we derive response functions from the idealized experiments for the five Antarctic160

regions, here exemplified for the ‘historic’ configuration. We then convolve the response function with basal melt rate forcing,

given in Fig. 4, to obtain a probability distribution of the future sea-level contribution for RCP8.5 which is given in Fig. 5. The

ocean-driven mass loss from 2015 to 2100 has a very likely range of 3.4 to 55.1 cmSLE, a likely range of 9.2 to 35.9 cmSLE

and a median of 18.4 cm SLE (5 to 95%, 16.6 to 83.3%, and 50% percentiles, respectively, see Table 2). In comparison, the

PISM-PIK contribution of LARMIP-2 has a very likely range of 7 to 48 cmSLE, a likely range of 11 to 31 cmSLE and a165

median of 19 cmSLE for the 21st century. The resulting sea-level probability distribution is hence in line with the estimates

presented in LARMIP-2.

4 Discussion

In the following, we compare the results found in the ISMIP6 and LARMIP-2 experiments, discuss the role of the ocean forcing

and of the historic simulation.170

4.1 Comparison of LARMIP-2 and ISMIP6 sea-level projections

The projected mass loss in LARMIP-2 is an order of magnitude larger than the ocean-driven mass loss in our ISMIP6 exper-

iments for RCP8.5, see Sect. 3. In order to understand this difference better, we here investigate the ocean forcing in more

detail. We thereby focus on the RCP8.5 simulation based on NorESM1-M which shows highest mass losses of all ISMIP6

experiments presented in this study.175

Both intercomparison projects, ISMIP6 and LARMIP-2, are based on CMIP5 model sub-surface ocean temperature changes

(Levermann et al., 2014; Barthel et al., 2019; Jourdain et al., under review). While minor differences in ocean forcing might

occur due to different processing steps, a more significant difference is that the LARMIP-2 experiments are driven by basal

9
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Figure 4. Projected basal melt rate changes in the different Antarctic regions from LARMIP-2 and in the ISMIP6 contribution forced with

NorESM1-M ocean changes under RCP8.5. In LARMIP-2 spatially constant basal melt rate forcing is applied with corresponding very-likely

ranges (5 to 95%-percentiles, light red shading), likely ranges (66%-percentile around the median, dark red shading) and median (red line)

for the RCP8.5 scenario. In the ISMIP6 contribution, basal melt rates are calculated by PICO, which shows higher increases close to the

grounding line (PICO Box 1, light blue lines) than averaged over the ice shelves (dark blue lines). Figure is similar to Fig. 3 in Levermann

et al. (2019).
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Figure 5. Projections of Antarctica’s sea level contribution under the RCP8.5 climate scenario for the different Antarctic regions for

LARMIP-2 and for the ISMIP6 experiment driven by NorESM1-M ocean changes. The very likely ranges (5 to 95%-percentiles, light

red shading), likely ranges (16.6 to 83.3%-percentiles, dark red shading) and the respective median (50%-percentile, red lines) of mass

loss is shown for (left panels) the PISM-PIK simulations submitted to LARMIP-2 and, for comparison, (right panels) estimated following

LARMIP-2 for the setup as submitted to ISMIP6. The sea-level contribution in ISMIP6 (black curve) is compared to percentiles of LARMIP-

2 results which have consistent basal melt rate changes in the corresponding region close to the grounding line (light blue) or averaged over

the ice shelves (dark blue line), see also Fig. 4. Corresponding percentiles are indicated in the left panels.
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melt rate changes emulated from the forcing while in the ISMIP6 simulations ocean forcing is translated into basal melt rates

via sub-shelf melt parameterisations, in our case PICO.180

Figure 4 shows projected basal melt rates and their uncertainty ranges for RCP8.5 used in LARMIP-2 together with the basal

melt rate changes in the ISMIP6 simulation. Note that LARMIP-2 assumes constant changes in basal melt rates over the entire

ice shelf. In contrast, since PICO mimics the vertical overturning circulation in ice-shelf cavities, basal melt rates in the ISMIP6

simulation increase strongest along the grounding line (in PICO’s first box) and less towards the ice shelf front. The melt rate

changes in PICO along the grounding line are hence an upper limit for the comparison to the LARMIP-2 forcing while the185

shelf-wide averaged changes provide a lower limit. Overall, we find that in the ISMIP6 simulation, basal-melt rates increase

more in regions with smaller ice shelves than in the Ross and Weddell sea. Furthermore, we find that the basal melt rate changes

in our ISMIP6 contribution in all Antarctic regions is located in the lower range (percentiles) of the LARMIP-2 forcing. Only

for the Antarctic Peninsula, PICO melt rates along the grounding line increase stronger than the median in LARMIP-2. For all

other regions, melt rate changes along the grounding line are smaller than the median in LARMIP-2 (50%-percentile). For the190

Amundsen Sea region, they lie within the likely range (16.6% to 83.3% percentiles), for East Antarctica and the Ross Sea, they

are around the lower margin of the likely range and for the Weddell Sea, they are lower than the very likely range (5% to 95%

percentiles). Shelf-wide changes are generally smaller than the likely range, for the Weddell Sea and the Antarctic Peninsula

they are also smaller than the very likely range.

This is consistent with the mass loss in the ISMIP6 simulation being lower than the likely range of LARMIP-2 for almost all195

regions, see Fig. 5. Based on the comparison of basal melt rate changes above, we identify for each region two percentiles

from the LARMIP-2 basal melt probability distribution: the first percentile reflects the changes along the grounding line and

the second the changes averaged over the entire ice shelf. When comparing the corresponding percentiles of mass loss in

LARMIP-2 (derived for the same initial configuration) with the ISMIP6 simulation, we find that indeed the changes at the

grounding line provide an upper limit while the changes over the entire ice shelf provide a lower limit for the actual mass200

loss. No valid comparison can be made in the Weddell Sea, where the basal melt rate forcing is lower than the 0.1%-percentile

from LARMIP-2, and for the shelf-wide average forcing at the Antarctic Peninsula, where mass loss is generally low. These

findings are underlined by comparison with the PISM-PIK contribution to LARMIP-2 which is based on a different initial

setup. Overall, we find that mass losses in the ISMIP6 projections are generally lower than the likely range in LARMIP-2 and

in the Weddell Sea, losses are smaller than the very likely range.205

4.2 Role of ocean forcing and basal melt rate sensitivity

In order to gain a better understanding of the conversion of ocean forcing to basal melt rates in LARMIP-2 and in our ISMIP6

contribution, we analyse the sensitivity to ocean warming.

We perform step-forcing experiments for both initial configurations for ISMIP6 and diagnose the effect on basal melt rates in

PICO, see Fig. 6. We find that the sensitivity in the Amundsen Sea Region is comparatively high with about 10 ma−1K−1,210

while the sensitivity in the Weddell Sea is lower with about 1.5 ma−1K−1, which yields for the entire Antarctic ice shelves

an overall sensitivity of about 2.2 ma−1K−1. The sensitivities for melting close to the grounding line are as expected a bit
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Figure 6. Sensitivity of basal melt rates to ocean temperatures in PICO. Diagnosed from the historic configuration (solid) and the cold-start

configuration (shaded) in 2015 using step-wise ocean temperature increases. Dots show shelf-wide averages while boxes indicate the basal

melt rates close to the grounding lines (in PICO box B1). The dashed grey lines indicate the sensitivity estimates used in Levermann et al.

(2019).

higher: 10.5 ma−1K−1 for the Amundsen Sea region, 3.9 ma−1K−1 for the Weddell Sea and 5.3 ma−1K−1 for all Antarctic

ice shelves. In both cases, the Antarctic-wide sensitivity is substantially lower than the sensitivity used in LARMIP-2. In

the latter study, a sensitivity between 7 and 16 ma−1K−1, based on Jenkins (1991) and Payne et al. (2007), is assumed to215

translate ocean forcing into sub-shelf melt rates. This is consistent with our findings in the previous section that in the ISMIP6

simulations mass loss from the Antarctic Ice Sheet, and especially from the regions that drain the large Filchner-Ronne and

Ross ice shelves, is smaller than the likely range estimated following the LARMIP-2 protocol. Jourdain et al. (under review)

report that a different tuning of the ISMIP6 basal melt parameterisation to fit observations in the Amundsen Sea (from Dutrieux

et al., 2014; Jenkins et al., 2018) substantially increases the sensitivity to ocean changes and Seroussi et al. (2019) find that this220

enhances the sea-level contribution by a factor of six.

Since the sensitivity in PICO depends on the parameters used, with the overturning coefficient C affecting the sensitivity in

large ice shelves and the heat exchange coefficient γT affecting the sensitivity in small ice shelves, a different tuning could

improve basal melt rate sensitivities and thereby lead to higher mass losses in the ISMIP6-experiments. This would however

affect the comparison of sub-shelf melt rates to present-day observations, see Fig. 4 in Reese et al. (2018). One approach could225

be to introduce additional degrees of freedom through temperature corrections for the ice shelves that reflect uncertainties in

ocean properties, as for example used in Lazeroms et al. (2018) and Jourdain et al. (under review).
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Few observations exist for targeted tuning of the sensitivity of basal melt rate parameterizations to ocean temperatures, hence

the use of dynamic modelling of the ocean circulation in ice-shelf cavities could be explored. Note that we provided linear

estimates of the sensitivity in the discussion above, while Holland et al. (2008) report a quadratic dependency of melt rates on230

thermal forcing. They also discuss that the sensitivity depends on ice shelf cavity properties such as the slope of the ice-shelf

draft and shape of the ice shelf and that sensitivities are generally higher close to the grounding line.

4.3 Role of historic trajectory of the Antarctic Ice Sheet

We find that while the historic simulation has no large effect on the initial sea-level volume (the overall difference being 1.6 mm

SLE), it strongly affects the mass loss in the projections. One reason might be that the initial state switches from close-to steady235

state to a state that is out of balance with a tendency to mass loss. Also, the grounding line retreats during the historic simulation

slightly into deeper regions, where the local freezing point at the ice shelf base near the grounding line is decreased due to its

pressure dependence. Hence more heat is available for melting the ice-shelf base, which shows also in an increased sensitivity

to ocean changes, see Fig. 6. In particular for lower temperatures, PICO shows a non-linear sensitivity of melt rates to ocean

temperatures, as discussed in Reese et al. (2018).240

5 Conclusions

In this study we compare sea-level projections for RCP8.5 from the Antarctic Ice Sheet as submitted to ISMIP6 and projec-

tions derived following the LARMIP-2 protocol, both using the Parallel Ice Sheet Model. Overall, we find that the sea-level

contribution driven by ocean forcing in ISMIP6 is smaller than the likely range of the sea-level probability distribution in

LARMIP-2. This difference can be explained by the comparably low sensitivity of melt rates to ocean temperature changes for245

the parameter tuning in the basal-melt rate module PICO as used for the ISMIP6 simulations here. Future sea-level projections

should hence carefully consider the sensitivity of basal melt rates to ocean changes. Further observations in combination with

ocean modelling are needed to better constrain this sensitivity for the diverse ice-shelf cavities in Antarctica. Furthermore, we

find that while including the historic evolution starting in 1850 has very little effect on the simulated current ice mass or ge-

ometry, it increases the projected mass loss in 2100 by about 50%. This means that not only the currently committed sea-level250

contribution should be considered in projections, but also the effect of the historic forcing on the ice sheet’s susceptibility to

ocean changes. Hence, further investigations are needed to assess the sensitivity of basal melting to ocean temperatures for

basal-melt parameterizations and the role of historic forcing in future sea-level projections.

Code and data availability. Data and code is available from the authors upon request. Model outputs from the simulations for ISMIP6

described in this paper will be made available via the ISMIP6 project with digital object identifier. The PISM code as well as the scripts to255

analyse the simulations and create the figures will be made available with digital object identifier reference.
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